
The Early Romantics

Week Four: 
Chopin, the Clavecinist



With the words “Hats off, gentlemen, a genius”, Eusebius brought out a piece of music, 
apparently published by Haslinger. We were not allowed to look at the title. I turned the 
pages absent-mindedly; there is something magical about this veiled enjoyment of 
soundless music … In a few places I thought I could discern Mozart’s “La cì darem la 
mano” wrapped in a hundred chords.

… when he turned to the title page and read La cì darem la mano, varié pour le pianoforte par 
Frédéric Chopin, Opus 2 we both exclaimed in wonder: “An Opus two!” … Chopin—never 
heard of him—who can he be?—anyway—a genius!

Robert Schumann, Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung, December 7, 1831



Frederic Chopin

Variations on “La cì 
darem la Mano”, Op. 2

Idil Biret, piano
Robert Stankovsky, conductor
Slovak State Philharmonic





Chopin came along just as the world of the touring virtuoso was taking shape.

Spearheaded by violinist Nicolò Paganini and pianist Franz Liszt, supercharged 
instrumental playing was all the rage by the 1820s.

The high-flying and high-earning virtuoso continues to be an object of fascination (and 
occasional derision) to this day.



Even before Liszt repurposed the once-humble clavecinist into a matinee idol, glittering 
showmanship was all the rage. The piano, newly pumped up with substantial technical 
upgrades, catapulted into dominance as the virtuoso instrument par excellence. Eager 
pianists surged into the musical marketplace, many of them heading straight for Paris, 
the acknowledged musical capital of the era. Any number of them were vapid tinklers at 
best, crass hucksters at worst. Much like their distant ancestors, the wandering 
troubadours, they performed mostly their own compositions, in their case typically sets 
of variations, operatic potpourris, and fantasias which might well have been improvised 
right on the spot. 

— Scott Foglesong, program notes for Chopin Concerto No. 2 in F Minor, SFS



Some of these —like Franz Liszt—were bonafide musicians.

Others—like Friedrich Kalkbrenner—were empty salon players who wowed the public 
not with artistry, but with elegant manners, imposing stage presence, and lots and lots of 
notes. They were the “vapid tinklers.”



Friedrich Kalkbrenner

Piano Concerto No. 
4 in A-flat Major: III

Howard Shelley, piano and 
conductor
Tasmanian Symphony 
Orchestra



Friedrich Kalkbrenner

❖ Kalkbrenner (1785–1849) is 
today best remembered for the 
young Chopin’s having 
seriously considered becoming 
his piano student.

❖ A flurry of letters from Josef 
Eizner (Chopin’s teacher in 
Warsaw) convinced Chopin not 
to do it.

❖ Good thing.



Friedrich Kalkbrenner

❖ Kalkbrenner is also 
remembered for his 
overbearing vanity.

❖ Given the triviality of his 
compositions, he quickly 
became the target of venomous 
satire amongst European 
intellectuals.

❖ As the following slide show 
will demonstrate …





The young Frédéric Chopin launched his career as an aspirant to the bread-and-circuses 
world of the touring virtuoso pianist. He discovered early on that he had little stomach 
for the life; not only was he thin-skinned about negative criticism, but he detested 
sacrificing his privacy to the gaping curiosity of the general public. Happily, Parisian 
success enabled him to earn a fine living as a highly regarded (and expensive) piano 
teacher, his income solidly bolstered by his publishing royalties. For him the hurly-burly 
was done by the mid 1830s; for the rest of his short life his public performances were 
vanishingly few.

— Scott Foglesong, program notes for Chopin Concerto No. 2 in F Minor, SFS





Chopin … disliked Romanticism. He thought Liszt’s music vulgar, did not like 
Schumann’s music at all, had nothing to say about the works of Berlioz or Mendelssohn, 
though he was the friend of all of those great men. He approached Beethoven with a 
mixture of admiration and dislike; the thunderer was too big and uncouth, and Chopin 
felt uncomfortable in his presence. If he heard any music by Schubert, he did not mention 
it. The only two masters who meant anything to him were Bach and Mozart. For them he 
had nothing but praise. He also adored the operas of Bellini.

—Harold C. Schoenberg



He was not widely read, nor did he respond to Romantic art … His teaching—which was 
how he supported himself in grand style—was private and largely confined to society. … 
He liked to move in aristocratic circles, and was greatly concerned with style, taste, 
clothes, and bon ton. He could be witty, malicious, suspicious, ill-tempered, charming. 
There was something feline about Chopin.

—Harold C. Schoenberg



Chopin’s life was relatively uneventful: he taught pupils, played the occasional recital, 
and wrote piano music that sold well and brought him extra income.

He wasn’t ever rich or even well-to-do, but he made enough to get by. However, he was 
inattentive to money—even careless—and addicted to living far above his means. So he 
never had any money put aside, a situation that became precarious during his latter 
years.



In 1836 he met the author George Sand (Aurore Dudevant) and by 1838 the two had 
become lovers.

“I must say I was confused and amazed at the effect this little creature had on me ... I 
have still not recovered from my astonishment, and if I were a proud person I should be 
feeling humiliated at having been carried away …”

—George Sand



By 1848 he was having difficulties. He was no longer as popular with the public as he 
had been, and his health was increasingly a matter of concern. Not to mention his 
finances.

He took a short performing tour of London and Scotland in that year, where he gave his 
last public concerts.



He died of tuberculosis on October 17, 1849.

Other theories as to his terminal illness have 
been floated; the most convincing is cystic 
fibrosis.



Other composers have had their ups and 
downs. Chopin goes steadily along, and the 
piano literature would be inconceivable 
without him. He seems impervious to 
changing tastes.

—Harold C. Schoenberg



Arthur Rubinstein on Chopin



Chopin’s works fall into a number of categories:

1. Large multimovement works—sonatas, concertos, etc.
2. Substantial piano works in various forms (ballades, scherzos, fantasies)
3. Short piano works based on dance rhythms (waltzes, mazurkas, polonaises, etc.)
4. Short “characteristic” piano pieces (nocturnes, preludes, impromptus, etc.)
5. Piano studies (études)
6. Sets of variations



Any consideration of Chopin playing must address the issue of rubato, one of the most 
undefinable yet critical notions in all music.



Rubato, or tempo rubato (It.). Robbed time. A feature of performance in which strict time 
is for a while disregarded – what is ‘robbed’ from some note or notes being ‘paid back’ 
later. When this is done with genuine artistry and instinctive musical sensibility, the 
effect is to impart an admirable sense of freedom and spontaneity. Done badly, rubato 
merely becomes mechanical. The question of rubato in Chopin is particularly 
contentious, since its use in his music may be dangerously open to abuse. Accounts of his 
playing (and of Mozart’s) suggest that he kept the left-hand in strict time and added 
rubato with his right.

—Oxford Dictionary of Music



There is in musical terminology no word under cover of which 
quite so many sins are committed as under tempo rubato. 
Chopin deservedly receives the credit for having discovered it, 
but many who thus credit him hold very strange ideas about 
it. There are those who suffer with a technic too unreliable to 
keep them steady in prolonged rapid passages and when they 
run away with the tempo they palm their weakness off as 
“tempo rubato.”

—Constantin von Sternberg



Rubato must emerge spontaneously from the music, it can't be calculated but must be 
totally free. It's not even something you can teach: each performer must feel it on the 
basis of his or her own sensitivity. There's no magic formula: to assume otherwise would 
be ridiculous.

—Maurizio Pollini



Nocturne No. 2 in E-flat Major 
Op. 9 No. 2





MIDI File
MIDI, an acronym for “Musical Instrument Digital Interface”, consists of a series of 
instructions that can be sent to any receiving device (typically a musical instrument of 
some sort) that tells it to play a certain note at a certain time, in a certain way. It contains 
messages for pedalling, volume, balance, and a host of other possibilities. A MIDI file can 
be made from digitally-created sheet music, which will then “play itself” after a fashion.

Everything in a MIDI file is completely editable in software called a “sequencer.” A MIDI 
file can be edited to create rubato, for example, or tonal subtleties. 

The only way for a MIDI file to sound like a human being playing, however, is for a 
human being to have recorded the MIDI file in the first place — i.e., by playing the piece 
while the sequencer “records” the performance. Think of it as the ultimate evolution of 
the old-style piano roll.



MIDI File

This “performance” is obviously built from a sheet-music copy, after which the author 
has made a few attempts hither and yon at adding a bit of rubato via programmed tempo 
changes.

The piano also changes tonal qualities notably (by using the “soft” pedal) in the second 
phrase.



The possibilities for interpretation are endless.

We’ll hear a series of performances from some of the world’s great pianists, to 
demonstrate just how much leeway is possible.



Types of Rubato

❖ “Dragging” the right-hand melody after the left-hand 
accompaniment. (Common in pop and jazz singers.)

❖ Lingering over individual notes or beats.

❖ Adding ritardando (slowing down) or accelerando 
(speeding up) for expressive purposes.



Older Practices

❖ Emphasizing the 2nd beat of triple meter — “Viennese 
Waltz” style

❖ Emphasizing the 3rd beat of triple meter — “Polish” 
style

❖ Arpeggiating (rolling) left-hand chords

❖ “Breaking” the hands — i.e., not playing the two hands 
quite together



Van Cliburn, 1970

Generally restrained rubato.

Slight “Polish” rhythm with emphasized/
lenghtened 3rd beat.

Mostly concerned with projecting the RH 
melody strongly over the LH accompaniment.

Would come off very well in a large concert 
hall—it’s definitely “playing to the rafters” 
style.



Arthur Rubinstein, 
1967
Generally restrained rubato.

Almost imperceptible “Polish” rhythm.

The repeat allows the ornaments time to 
unfold—very much playing to the melodic 
line, and not so much the left-hand rhythm.

Overall elegance and a sense of classical 
restraint.



Sergei 
Rachmaninoff, 1927
Left-hand arpeggiations.

Right-hand rhythm relatively free, almost 
like a jazz singer.

“Breaking” the hands (right hand after left 
hand).

Long lines with expressive tapering at the 
ends of phrases.



Josef Hofmann, 
1937 (live)
Slight “Viennese” rhythm — emphasized 2nd 
beat.

No left-hand arpeggiating, or breaking of the 
hands.

Abundant time for right-hand 
embellishments.

Good long phrase endings, but throughout a 
sense of the dance.



Leopold Godowsky, 
1928
Surprisingly straightforward performance.

No left-hand arpeggiating, or breaking of 
the hands.

Some time for right-hand embellishments, 
but the beat is generally maintained.

Some tapering for the ends of phrases, but 
far less than Hofmann.



Moriz Rosenthal, 
1935
Breaking of the hands throughout, but 
fairly subtle.

Subtle “Viennese” 2nd beat.

Some arpeggiating LH chords in the 
repeated phrase.

Plenty of room for the RH embellishments 
in the repeated phrase.



Solomon Cutner, 
1943
Much slower tempo than the norm.

Almost entirely free of hand-breaking, 
arpeggiations, or RH “dragging” behind the 
beat.

Subtle stretching of the beat to allow RH 
embellishments in repeated phrase.

Classical restraint, but highly expressive 
nonetheless.



Alfred Cortot, 1949

The most flexible and free performance in this set.

All of the techniques: hand-breaking, right-hand 
dragging, left-hand arpeggiating, all within a 
subtle “Viennese” style.

Extraordinarily compelling, even if the style of 
playing would be considered extremely eccentric 
today.

We’ll hear the entire performance.





Scherzo No. 1 in B-
flat Minor

Claudio Arrau, piano



This is an early work of Chopin’s, written in 1831 during his first years in Paris. Chopin 
was deeply concerned about the November Uprising, a Polish rebellion against the 
Russian Empire, which was in control of Poland at the time.

The work is noted for its sense of strife and its dramatic nature. Even if “scherzo” means 
“joke” in Italian, and if the term was used by Beethoven for his quicksilver third 
movements, here the term is used almost ironically.

The piece is written in large ternary form with a major-key trio, or middle section, 
flanked by the two minor-key sections.

The minor-key section is made up our of two primary phrases (A&B) with a 
developmental phrase often connecting repetitions.



A B

A & B Developed

Trio (Middle Section)

Introductory Figure

Coda

Transition





Preludes, Op. 24: 
Selections

Benno Moiseiwitsch
Murray Perahia
Moriz Rosenthal
Martha Argerich
Josef Lhevinne
Ignaz Friedman
Arthur Rubinstein
Maurizio Pollini



No work illustrates Chopin’s fascination with the great keyboard writers of the past more 
than his set of 24 Preludes, written over a four-year period from 1835 to 1839.

Whereas Bach had written his 24 Preludes (and Fugues) in ascending order, Chopin 
organized his more along harmonic lines — the cycle of fifths, to be precise. 



Even on their own, the 24 Preludes would have ensured Chopin's claim to immortality.

— Jeremy Nicholas



We’ll hear a set of eight of the Preludes, played by pianists past and present.





Etude in G-sharp Minor, 
Op. 25 No. 6 “Double 
Thirds”

Josef Lhevinne, piano



Chopin’s Etudes (studies) for piano belong to a 19th-century tradition of creating piano 
exercises that are also worthwhile pieces of music.

Beethoven’s student Carl Czerny wrote over 800 collections of such works, ranging from 
simple children’s exercises to much more difficult fare.

The fine English-based pianist John Baptist Cramer created nearly a hundred such works 
that are still quite effective today, both as training and recital pieces.

After Chopin, such great piano composers as Liszt and Debussy would add to the 
catalog, as would William Bolcom and György Ligeti in the later 20th century.

But Chopin’s Etudes stand apart, the Olympians among such works and ever 
indispensable to a pianist’s training.



Josef Lhevinne (1874–1944) was a pianist’s pianist, one of the most complete virtuoso 
players ever of the instrument, even compared to such technical giants as Godowsky, 
Hofmann, or Horowitz.

His playing was marked by a fine elegance and patrician command of tone—he always 
made it look, and sound easy, no matter what the level of difficulty.

David Metheun-Campbell says of  this performance that it “silences any criticism. The 
opening tempo is extremely fast, and all the right-hand entries have an icy precision … 
Lhévinne’s bell-like clarity has never been surpassed on disc.”



Critic-composer Virgil Thomson respected Lhévinne deeply but had trouble warming up 
to him. “He made no effort to charm or to seduce or to preach or to impress. He played 
as if here were expounding to a graduate seminar: ‘This is the music, and this is the way 
to play it.’ … His concept of the piano is an impersonal one … If he seems to some a little 
distant, let us remind ourselves that remoteness is, after all, inevitable to those who 
inhabit Olympus.”




